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Why? 

Why have some shops historically not utilized LED data? 

 

What does LED add to our existing knowledge base? 

Lack of time to learn how to use the data 

Lack of an individual dedicated to this topic 

Difficult to use 

 

Why did we design this database? 

 

 LED data is difficult to compile into tables and reports 

 The online QWI interface is useful, but does not successfully 

solve these problems 

 WIBs were not using the data because of the difficulty of the 

QWI interface and because of a lack of familiarity with the 

data 

 

 

 



QWI Online LED Interface 

QWI Online  

http://lehd.did.census.gov/led/datatools/qwiapp.html




Our Solution? 



Update Process 

What you will need: 

 

1. SAS 

2. Microsoft Access 

3. 7-Zip (a free open source zip program) 

 

Update: 

 

Step 1: Edit the Macros in the SAS Programs for your State 

Step 2: Create a blank copy of the state and WIA databases 

Step 3: Download the files 

Step 4: Run the Setup SAS program 

Step 5: Run the Master SAS Program 

 

These programs copy and name the output files, export the data 

to those files, zip them, and then delete the large original files 









Step 3: Download the LED Files 

Where can you download the files (3 Sources): 

 

Cornell Virtual Research Data Center: 

http://www.vrdc.cornell.edu/qwipu/ 

 

State FTP Site: 

http://lehd.did.census.gov/led/partnersonly/statesonlyadmin.html 

 

The DVDs that are mailed to you each quarter 

http://www.vrdc.cornell.edu/qwipu/
http://lehd.did.census.gov/led/partnersonly/statesonlyadmin.html




Highlights 

Easy to Update, Automatic Process 

 

Numbers can be validated 

 

Reports are exportable to Excel 

 

Customizable Selections based on 2/4 Digit Industry Code, 

Time Period, and Location 

 

The code that builds this database can be amended to allow 

for additional uses of the LED data 



Negatives 

A few of the queries, especially in the state level database are 

slow. 

 

There is still some “slack” in the db, tables and queries that 

don’t need to be there 

 

A fully documented procedure for building and maintaining the 

db doesn’t yet exist, this would allow other states to more easily 

build their own 

 

By design, it has a fixed set of answers and output.  Hard 

when you have a very specific question, time period, custom 

location, or set of data that you need 



Future Improvements 

The Ability to save NAICS selections in the current database and then 

to export/import them to future versions and updates 

 

Add additional Education variables to available reports 

 

Add Race/Ethnicity 

 

SAS Programming could be amended for speed and simplification 

 

Edit WIA and State versions of the database so that a change only 

needs to occur once per version (instead of twice) 

 

Reach out to users for suggestions and understand uses, education 

 

Reduce size and increase speed of reports and queries 

 

Clean up database (remove excess queries and tables) 

 

Edit SAS code for ability to add custom locations 

 

 



Reports 







Questions??? 
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